Abstract-This paper presents and compares two candidate large-scale propagation path loss models, the alpha-beta-gamma (ABG) model and the close-in (CI) free space reference distance model, for the design of fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems in urban micro-and macro-cellular scenarios. Comparisons are made using the data obtained from 20 propagation measurement campaigns or ray-tracing studies from 2 GHz to 73.5 GHz over distances ranging from 5 m to 1429 m. The results show that the one-parameter CI model has a very similar goodness of fit (i.e., the shadow fading standard deviation) in both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight environments, while offering substantial simplicity and more stable behavior across frequencies and distances, as compared to the three-parameter ABG model. Additionally, the CI model needs only one very subtle and simple modification to the existing 3GPP floating-intercept path loss model (replacing a constant with a close-in free space reference value) in order to provide greater simulation accuracy, more simplicity, better repeatability across experiments, and higher stability across a vast range of frequencies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of personal communication devices such as smart phones and tablets, and consumer demand for ubiquitous data access, have motivated carriers to provide higher data rates and quality. Innovative technologies and new frequency bands such as millimeter waves (mmWaves) are needed to meet this impending demand [1] , driving the development of the fifth generation (5G) wireless communications [?] . Emerging 5G communication systems are expected to introduce revolutionary technologies, while utilizing potential new spectra and novel architectural concepts [2] , [3] , hence it is critical to develop new standards and channel models to assist engineers in system design. Channel characterization at mmWave frequencies has been conducted by prior researchers. Violette et al. studied wideband non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channels at 9.6, 28.8, and 57.6 GHz in downtown Denver [4] ; Outdoor propagation measurements and modeling at the 60 GHz band were carried out in various city streets [5] , [6] ; Samsung has been active in measuring and modeling mmWave channels for future mobile communications [7] , [8] ; Channel measurements at 81 GHz to 86 GHz of the E-band were performed by Aalto University for point-topoint communications in a street canyon scenario in Helsinki, Finland [9] ; Extensive propagation measurements have been performed at 28 GHz, 38 GHz, and 73 GHz in urban microcellular (UMi), urban macro-cellular (UMa), and/or indoor scenarios [1] , [10] , [11] , from which spatial and temporal statistics were extracted in combination with the ray-tracing technique. Omnidirectional path loss models in dense urban environments at 28 GHz and 73 GHz were investigated in [12] . There are numerous other measurement campaigns throughout the world at mmWave frequencies that are being or have just been performed and have not yet been published, such as the measurement data provided in this paper.
This paper presents the alpha-beta-gamma (ABG) and close-in (CI) free space reference distance path loss models [13] - [15] at mmWave frequencies, and provides a head-tohead comparison between the parameters and shadow fading (SF) standard deviations in these two models in both UMi and UMa scenarios, using 20 sets of measurement or ray-tracing data contributed by New York University (NYU), Nokia, Aalborg University (AAU), Qualcomm, and Aalto University.
II. CLOSE-IN REFERENCE DISTANCE AND ALPHA-BETA-GAMMA PATH LOSS MODELS Both ABG and CI path loss models are generic allfrequency models that describe large-scale propagation path loss at all relevant frequencies in a certain scenario. The CI model is easily implemented in existing 3GPP models by making a very subtle modification -by replacing a floating non-physically based constant with a frequency-dependent constant that represents free space path loss in the first meter of propagation. The equation for the ABG model is given by (1):
where PL ABG (f, d) denotes the path loss in dB over frequency and distance, α and γ are coefficients showing the dependence of path loss on distance and frequency, respectively, β is an optimized offset value for path loss in dB, d is the 3D transmitter-receiver (T-R) separation distance in meters, f is the carrier frequency in GHz, and χ ABG σ is the SF standard deviation describing large-scale signal fluctuations about the mean path loss over distance. Note that the ABG model, when used at a single frequency, reverts to the floating-intercept model with two parameters with γ set to 0 or 2 [10] , [13] , [16] . The coefficients α, β, and γ are obtained from measured data using the closed-form solutions that minimize the SF standard deviation given in the Appendix.
The equation for the CI model is given in (2):
(2) where n denotes the single model parameter, the path loss exponent (PLE), with 10n describing path loss in dB in terms of decades of distances beginning at 1 m (making it very easy to compute power over distance without a calculator), d is the 3D T-R separation distance, and FSPL(f, 1 m) denotes the free space path loss in dB at a T-R separation distance of 1 m at the carrier frequency f :
where c is the speed of light. Note that the CI model inherently has an intrinsic frequency dependency of path loss embedded within the 1 m free space path loss value, and it has only one parameter, PLE, to be optimized, as opposed to three parameters in the ABG model (α, β, and γ). The optimized minimum error CI PLE parameter (see the Appendix) is found by first subtracting the 1 m FSPL value from each path loss data point to obtain n [10], [17] , [18] . The CI model can then be applied across a vast range of frequencies using (2) and the single value of n that is very stable across a wide range of frequencies. The ABG model also is applied across a vast range of frequencies using its three parameters, but the floating point parameters vary substantially across different frequencies [10] , [18] , meaning the ABG model will have more error when extrapolating the model outside of the frequencies or distances that data was used to determine parameters. Both the ABG (1) and CI (2) path loss models are a function of both distance and frequency, where the CI model has its frequency dependence expressed primarily by the frequencydependent FSPL term (3) in the first meter of propagation. While the ABG model offers some physical basis in the α term, being based on a 1 m reference distance similar to the n term in (2), it departs from physics when introducing both an offset β (which is basically an optimization parameter that is not physically based), and a frequency weighting term γ which has no proven physical basis, although recent indoor measurements show that the path loss increases with frequency across the mmWave band [19] (both of these parameters are basically used for curve fitting, as was done in the WINNER floating-intercept (alpha-beta, or AB) model) [10] , [13] , [16] . It is noteworthy that the ABG model is identical to the CI model if we equate α in the ABG model in (1) with the PLE n in the CI model in (2), γ in (1) with the free space PLE of 2, and β in (1) with 20log 10 (4π/c) in (3). The CI model is based on fundamental principles of wireless propagation, dating back to Friis and Bullington, where the PLE offers insight into path loss based on the environment, having a value of 2 in free space as shown by Friis and a value of 4 for the asymptotic two-ray ground bounce propagation model [17] . Previous UHF (Ultra-High Frequency)/microwave models used a close-in reference distance of 1 km or 100 m since base station towers were tall without any nearby obstructions and inter-site distances were on the order of many kilometers for those frequency bands [17] , [20] . We use d 0 = 1 m in mmWave path loss models since base stations will be shorter or mounted indoors, and closer to obstructions [1] , [10] . The CI 1 m reference distance is a conveniently suggested standard that ties the true transmitted power or path loss to a convenient close-in distance of 1 m, as suggested in [10] . Standardizing to a reference distance of 1 m makes comparisons of measurements and models simpler, and provides a standard definition for the PLE, while enabling intuition and rapid computation of path loss without a calculator. Emerging mmWave mobile systems will have very few users within a few meters of the base station antenna, and close-in users in the near field will have strong signals or will be power-controlled compared to typical users much farther from the transmitter such that any path loss error in the nearfield (between 1 m and the Fraunhofer distance) will be so much smaller than the dynamic range of signals experienced by users in a commercial system. Additionally, the 1 m CI model also offers more accurate prediction on path loss beyond measurement ranges when compared to the AB and ABG models as shown in [10] , [18] , [21] .
Using the two path loss models described above, and the measurement and ray-tracing data over wide ranges of mmWave frequencies (2 to 73.5 GHz) and distances (5 to 1429 m) from the companies and universities across the world as mentioned above, we computed the path loss parameters for the two models. Both the PLE in the CI model and the α, β, and γ parameters in the ABG model were calculated via the MMSE fit on all of the combined path loss data from all measured frequencies and distances, using closedform solutions that minimize the SF standard deviation, as detailed in the Appendix. All of the scattered path loss data samples were used in the analysis without additional local averaging, which is reasonable as long as both models were compared using identical data processing methods (note that the data from some campaigns had been averaged over small local distances before being provided for use in this paper). In addition, all path loss values were upper-bounded to 180 dB based on reasonable assumptions for typical high gain steerable antennas and 1 W transmit power levels, as well as the realistic sensitivity of the receivers in real-world Fig. 3 . Example comparison of free space, CI and ABG path loss models at 28 GHz for UMi street canyon NLOS environments using the parameters derived with measurements from 2 -73.5 GHz in Table II. measurement systems [10] .
Figs. 1 and 2 show scatter plots of all the data sets optimized for the ABG and CI models in the UMi street canyon (SC) scenario in NLOS environments, respectively. Table I summarizes the path loss parameters in the ABG and CI models for both the UMi and UMa scenarios in both LOS and NLOS environments. As shown by Table I, the CI model provides PLEs of 2.0 and 1.9 in LOS environments, which agree well with a free space PLE of 2. Although the CI model yields slightly higher (by up to 0.7 dB) SF standard deviation than the ABG model, it is within standard measurement error arising from frequency and temperature drift, connector and cable flex variations, and calibration errors in an actual measurement campaign, and are within the practical error of ray tracing anomalies such as imperfect databases or double ray counting. Tables II, III , and IV list the modeling parameters in the ABG and CI models at different frequencies for the UMi SC scenario, UMi OS scenario, and UMa scenario in NLOS environments, respectively. Note that for single frequencies, γ in the ABG model is set to 2, thus reverting to the AB model used in 3GPP and WINNER II channel models [16] , [22] , [23] . The parameter values in the last row and the 3rd row from last in Table II are very similar, the reason may be that the data points for 2-18 GHz account for a major proportion among the data points for the entire 2-73.5 GHz, as shown by the 5th column in Table II . Fig. 3 illustrates an intuitive comparison of the CI and ABG models with the free space path loss line at 28 GHz for UMi street canyon NLOS environments, using the parameters derived from all data from 2 -73.5 GHz in Table II . Note that the ABG model in this NLOS scenario gives physically unrealistic path loss values (much less than the free space) at very close distances (out to 4 m), and underestimates signal strength (compared to CI) at very large distances. The main observations from these figures and tables are as follows: parameters in the ABG model also vary wildly over all frequencies and distances. For example, as illustrated by the last three rows in Tables II, III , and IV, the largest variation in α, β, and γ are 0.8, 11.7 dB, and 0.7 for UMi SC, respectively, 2.3, 77.3 dB, and 1.6 for UMi OS, respectively, 1.7, 57.2 dB, and 1.2 for UMa, respectively. These are huge variations, and show how sensitive and prone to error the ABG model may be without having a continuum of data from all frequencies, distances, and possible TX/RX locations.
• The PLE n in the CI model varies only marginally for both single frequency and multiple frequency cases, with a largest variation of merely 0.2, 0.4, and 0.1 for UMi SC, UMi OS, and UMa, respectively, in the multiple frequency case, as shown by the last three rows in Tables II, III, and IV. Single frequency UMi data  in Tables II and III show the PLE tends to increase only slightly with an increase in frequency, as suggested in [10] , and Table IV shows no significant frequency sensitivity for the PLE with taller UMa transmitters.
• The SF standard deviations for the CI and ABG models differ by only a fraction of a dB in most cases over all frequencies and distances, always less than an order of magnitude of the SF standard deviation and typically within 0.2 dB, with a largest difference of only 0.9 dB (where the standard deviation for both models in that case is more than 9 dB). It is important to note that the difference in SF between the CI and ABG models is always less than an order of magnitude of the SF for either model, making the models virtually identical in accuracy over frequency and distance.
• As shown in Fig. 3 , the parameters derived from 2 to 73.5 GHz for UMi street canyon NLOS environments, when applied at 28 GHz, indicate that the ABG model underestimates path loss to be less than free space when very close to the TX, and the CI model overestimates path loss close to the transmitter when compared to the ABG model, yet this is where errors are not as important in practical system design [10] . More importantly, the ABG model overestimates path loss (i.e., underestimates interference at greater distances) compared with the CI model. Thus, the ABG model could underestimate the true interference in system design, while the CI model is more safe and conservative when used to analyze interference-limited systems.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provided a comparison of the ABG and CI path loss models in the mmWave frequency bands, using measured data and ray-tracing from 2 GHz to 73.5 GHz obtained from 20 data sets from research groups across the world. The CI model is physically tied to the transmitter power using a close-in free space reference, and standardizes all measurements around an inherent 1 m free space reference distance that is physically based, thus allowing easy use for varying distances without a calculator, through the use of just a single parameter (PLE, or n). The ABG model has three parameters that vary wildly across different scenarios and frequency ranges, and the AB model parameters vary widely across frequencies and distances, while reducing the standard deviation by only a fraction of a dB compared to the simpler, physically-based CI model. The improvement in error with the more complex three-parameter ABG model is insignificant -usually well below an order of magnitude of the actual standard deviation value of all models considered here.
The results suggest that the CI and ABG models offer very comparable modeling performance using real data, with the CI model offering simplicity and a physical basis with one parameter, and providing a more conservative NLOS path loss estimate at large distances, while the ABG model offers a fraction of a dB smaller SF and requires three parameters that are not physically based, while predicting less path loss close to the transmitter and more loss at greater distances. While the CI model offers virtually identical modeling accuracy and simplicity using only one model parameter (the PLE), the ABG model offers slightly improved accuracy at the expense of three parameters. Furthermore, the CI model has a very similar form compared to the existing 3GPP path loss model, as one merely needs to replace the floating constant, which has been shown to vary widely across different measurements, frequencies and scenarios, by the free-space path loss that is a function of frequency based on a 1 m standard closein reference distance. This subtle change leads to much easier analysis, stability, and accuracy over a vast range of microwave and mmWave frequencies, distances, and scenarios, while using a simpler model with fewer parameters.
APPENDIX
Mathematical derivations for the closed-form solutions for the ABG and CI models, by solving for model parameters that minimize the SF standard deviation, are provided in this appendix.
A. ABG Path Loss Model
The ABG model can be expressed as (with 1 m reference distance and 1 GHz reference frequency) [14] :
, and F = 10log 10 (f ) in (4), the SF is given by:
Then the SF standard deviation is:
Minimizing the fitting error is equivalent to minimizing (B − αD − β − γF ) 2 , which means its partial derivatives with respect to α, β, and γ should be zero, as shown by (7), (8) , and (9).
It is found from (7), (8) , and (9) that
Through calculation and simplification, we obtain the closedform solutions for α, β, and γ as shown by (10), (11), and (12), respectively. Finally, the minimum SF standard deviation for the ABG model can be obtained by plugging (10) , (11), and (12) back into (6).
B. CI Path Loss Model
The expression for the CI model with a reference distance of 1 m is given by [10] : 
where N is the number of path loss data points. Thus minimizing the SF standard deviation σ CI is equivalent to minimizing the term (A − nD) 2 . When (A − nD) 2 is minimized, its derivative with respect to n should be zero, i.e.,
Therefore, from (19) we have
